OFFICE ORDER

Whereas, the Adviser to the Adviser to the Administrator-cum-CVO, Chandigarh Administration vide Memo No.116/COMP/CVO-2018/3245 dated 16.02.2018 has sent a copy of complaint received from Sh. Rinku S/o Rajbir, R/o H.No.1789, Sector 52, Chandigarh and desired to intimate that how and under what circumstances the unauthorized construction over a cancelled transit site no. 1784, Rehabilitation Colony, Sector 52, UT, Chandigarh was allowed and accordingly the responsibility may be fixed. Accordingly, Show Cause Notices were issued to the concerned SDEs.

While considering the requisite replies of the SDEs the undersigned considered and found many anomalies in the functioning of Colony Branch as well as Engineering Wing which required to be rectified and hereby orders that the following amendment is required in the functioning of Colony Branch and Engineering Branch.

1. Any sort of permission sought by the licenses of tenement sites should be brought to the notice of concerned SDEs through Chief Engineer, MC Chandigarh and any other official to whom the matter is related through his Head of Department.
2. Colony Branch is directed to endorse the copy of the cancellation order to the concerned SDE so that further required action can be taken immediately.
3. The Colony Branch is further advised to issue detailed instructions/directions in consultation with the Chief Engineer to ensure that the concerned field staff of the Road Wing should be well equipped/updated for checking any such of building violations in the rehabilitation colonies in future.
4. The field staff of the Engineering wing should inspect the Rehabilitation Colonies regarding illegal violation, unauthorized constructions etc. in contravention to the approved building plan at uniform intervals and submit the monthly report to Colony Branch through Chief Engineer, MC. Any sort of discrepancies found during inspection should be removed immediately and the same may be brought to knowledge of Colony Branch.
5. The seniors officer such as Chief Engineer and Zonal Commissioner should make surprise checking at the site in assistance with the concerned staff of engineering wing and Colony Branch.

Dated: 23.12.2019

KAMAL KISHOR YADAV, IAS
COMMISSIONER,
MUNICIPAL CORPORATION,
CHANDIGARH

Endst. No.251/SAE-3/Admn./MC/2019/190

A copy is forwarded to the following for information and necessary action:
2. The Chief Engineer, Municipal Corporation, Chandigarh.
3. The Superintending Engineer (B&R, PH, Hort./Elect.), Municipal Corporation, Chandigarh.
4. The EE Road Divn No. 1, 2, 3, MC, Chandigarh.
5. The EE(W&E), MC, Chandigarh.
6. The Superintendent, Colony Branch, MC, Chandigarh.
7. The Law Officer, MC, Chandigarh
8. The Computer Programmer, MC, Chandigarh
9. The Monitoring Cell, MC, Chandigarh
11. Officer order file.

Endst. No.251/SAE-3/Admn./MC/2019/191

A copy is forwarded to PS to CMC and PA to Special CMC for kind information of Commissioner/Special CMC, MC, Chandigarh.